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Have
H
you Check
C
ked yo
our Su
uppo
ort
Clips
C
Latelly?
The photoggraph on thee left is of a small
but vital paart of many chemical sttorage
cabinets. Inn fact these clips are thee only
thing holdding many chemical shhelves
up. You wiill find thesee devices insside of
flammable storage ccabinets annd in
storage cabbinets undernneath fume hhoods.
If one of these LV missing or sshould
break the entire shelf oof chemicals could
come crashhing down.
The collappse of shelvving inside of a
ch
hemical storrage cabinet can have deevastating eff
ffects. Click hhere to read about
a chemical sh
helving collaapse that desttroyed a uniiversity reseaarch buildingg.
Missing
M
or uneven
u
supp
port clips caan also resullt in a collaapse. The suupport
cllips should be
b placed at the exact heeight on all ffour slots. Iff you look closely
att the photog
graph below you will nootice that onne clip was placed at a lower
height than th
he clip in th
he foregrounnd. The unevven placemeent of the suupport
cllips left onee corner of the
t shelvingg without suupport and w
when a bottlle was
placed on thaat corner the shelf tippedd and bottles fell over.

Another cause of shelving collapse is an overloaded shelf. Please remove
chemicals from any storage shelf that appears to be bowing due to excessive
load. An overloaded shelf will eventually drop because as it bows there is less
shelving resting on the support brackets.
We are now checking chemical storage cabinets for overloaded, missing,
uneven or damaged clips as part of our laboratory safety inspection process
and ask that you also periodically check your cabinets. A quick visual check
of the shelving and support clips in your chemical storage cabinets could
prevent a catastrophic event.
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"Don't Learn Laboratory Safety by Accident!"

